THE DINNER By Alexi Alfieri


CAST: DAD, MOM, KID 1, KID 2


(All four characters are sitting around a table together, eating.)


MOM:It’s nice when we can all sit down together for dinner, isn’t it?


DAD: Yes, dear.


KID 1:(Looking on imaginary plate) What’s this, Mom?


MOM: That’s spinach.


KID 1: Ugh.


KID 2:(Talking with their mouth full) It’s good. I like the brown stuff, too.


MOM:That’s whole wheat pasta with cheese.


DAD: Delicious.


KID 1: I like the cheesy part. Can I just eat that?


MOM: No, you need to eat it all. It’s healthy, and it’s good for you.


KID 2: Mom, can I have some more of the orange stuff? (Reaching to the middle of the table for an imaginary bowl.)
 
MOM: Eat up!


KID 1:What is that orange stuff?


MOM: Mashed yams.


KID 1:And what are the little things on top?


MOM: Toasted pecans.


KID 1: I hate nuts.


KID 2: I love nuts!


DAD:(Taking a bite) Excellent.


MOM:I thought about walnuts…


KID 1: Blech.


MOM: …or sliced almonds…


KID 1: Yuk.


MOM: …or toasted marshmallows.


KID 1: Hey, there’s an idea!


MOM: But pecans are what I had in the pantry.


DAD: Good job.


KID 2:Can I have thirds on everything?


MOM:Absolutely! But save room for dessert.
 
KID 1: Hey, now you’re talking. What’s for dessert?


MOM:Sugar-free, dairy free chocolate pudding!


DAD:(Smiling with pleasure) Mmmm-mmmm.


KID 2: Yum!


KID 1:Wait a minute, Mom. Pudding has milk in it. What did you use instead of milk?


MOM:(Happily) Tofu!


KID 1: Oh gag.


KID 2: I love tofu!


KID 1:(Angry) You love everything. And you never stop eating!


KID 2:(Defensive) I can’t help it. I’m always hungry!


(MOM sighs. DAD smiles. KID 1 crosses arms and scowls. KID 2 eats enthusiastically.)


MOM:Great. Here we are. One who barely talks (gestures to DAD), one who barely eats (gestures to KID 1), and one who definitely has a tapeworm (gestures to KID 2). Dinner together is just as wonderful as I imagined.


DAD: Yes, dear.


THE END
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THE DOCTOR VISIT By Alexi Alfieri
 
DOCTOR:Or avoided coffee and soda?


PATIENT: No way!
 
PATIENT:And I ate a lot of ice cream because I heard they serve ice cream in the hospital.


CAST: DOCTOR, PATIENT


(PATIENT enters Doctor’s office where there’s a chair.)


DOCTOR: Hello, make yourself comfortable.


PATIENT: Thank you. (Sits down)


DOCTOR: Now, what seems to be the trouble?


PATIENT: My stomach hurts.


DOCTOR: I see.


PATIENT: And my arm.


DOCTOR: Oh?


PATIENT: And my big toe.


DOCTOR: Uh huh.


PATIENT: I’ve tried everything.


DOCTOR:I see. And nothing’s helped?


PATIENT: Nope. Nothing.


DOCTOR:As far as your stomach pain, have you tried staying away from spicy foods?


PATIENT: Not really.
 DOCTOR:And as far as your arm, have you tried icing it for fifteen minutes?


PATIENT: Nah.


DOCTOR: How about massage?


PATIENT: Nope.


DOCTOR: Acupuncture?


PATIENT: Definitely not!


DOCTOR:Alright. Now, your big toe…


PATIENT: It really aches!


DOCTOR:I understand. Have you tried soaking your foot in Epsom salts?


PATIENT: No.


DOCTOR: How about wearing different shoes?


PATIENT: But I love these shoes!


DOCTOR:Well, we can run some tests, but let me ask you, what have you tried so far?


PATIENT:Well, I’ve been lying down on my side and not moving for the last five days.


DOCTOR: I see.
 DOCTOR: To patients who’ve just had their tonsils removed, yes.


PATIENT:And I got pretty good at changing the channels without using my hands.


DOCTOR: Let me guess…using your big toe?


PATIENT: Ya, how’d you know?


DOCTOR:Oh, just a hunch. Well, I would recommend getting up, trying to do some exercise, and eating a lot of fruits and vegetables. I’m sure you’ll start feeling better!


PATIENT: Okay.


DOCTOR: So the cost of today’s visit is $100.


PATIENT:What?! I’m not paying that!


DOCTOR:But I gave you some good advice.


PATIENT:Ya, but I don’t plan on taking the advice, Doc. Thanks, but no thanks!


(PATIENT exits and DOCTOR drops their head.)


THE END
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THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL By Alexi Alfieri


CAST: PARENT, KID


(PARENT is standing and washing dishes. KID walks in and sits down at table.)


PARENT: So how’d your first day of school go?


KID: Fine.


PARENT: Really? That’s great! So did anything exciting happen?


KID: Not really.


PARENT:Well, what did you learn today?


KID: Nothing.


PARENT: Nothing? C’mon, there had to have been something you learned.


KID: Nope.


PARENT: You have all those different classes. What’s one thing you remember?


KID: Well…


PARENT: Yes?


KID: Science class was cool.
 

PARENT: Oh ya? When did you have science?


KID: It was my first class.


PARENT: Great! What happened?


KID:We worked on some experiments.


PARENT: Nice! How’d they turn out?


KID: Fine.


PARENT: And then what class did you have after that?


KID: I don’t know.


PARENT: You don’t know?


KID:Ya, I never went to it.


PARENT: What do you mean? After science, you didn’t go to your next class?


KID: Nope.


PARENT: And why not?


KID: Because of the smell.


PARENT: The smell of what?


KID: My experiment.


PARENT: I’m confused.
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KID:Well, you see, my science teacher told us to work on creating this glue substance using these special materials. And I must have mixed mine up wrong, because my test tube started smoking, and then it exploded, and it stunk up the entire room, and then the whole school was evacuated.


PARENT: I see.


KID:And then the fire department showed up because the smoke alarm went off. And they took most of the day to get things aired out.


PARENT: Uh huh.


KID:And then the police showed up because they saw all of us hanging out on the front lawn. And someone started screaming, and then we all started screaming, and then the police were really confused and started chasing us around.


PARENT: Right.


KID: But then we heard the last bell, and we all got on the school buses and came home.


PARENT: And that was your first day of school?


KID: Yup. Pretty boring.


(PARENT shakes their head.)


THE END

THE LEMONADE STAND By Alexi Alfieri


CAST: SELLER 1, SELLER 2, CUSTOMER


(SELLER 1 and SELLER 2 are seated behind a small table. CUSTOMER approaches)


SELLER 1: Hello! Would you like to buy some lemonade?


SELLER 2: Fresh-squeezed!


CUSTOMER: Sounds good. How much is a glass?


SELLER 1: 50 cents!


SELLER 2: A dollar!


(SELLER 1 and SELLER 2 look at each other and frown.)


SELLER 1:(Stage whispering) I thought we were selling it for 50 cents a glass.


SELLER 2:(Stage whispering) And I thought we agreed it needs to be a dollar a glass.


CUSTOMER:Well, which is it? 50 cents or a dollar?


SELLER 1: 50 cents!


SELLER 2: A dollar!
 (SELLER 1 and SELLER 2 look at each other, frown, and cross their arms.)


SELLER 1:(Speaking to SELLER 2) We got the cups for free!


SELLER 2:(Speaking to SELLER 1) Do you know how much lemons cost these days?!


CUSTOMER: Hey, I know. How about I pay you 75 cents?


SELLER 1: Too much!


SELLER 2: Too little!


CUSTOMER:I know. I’ll buy two glasses. One for 50 cents. And one for a dollar.


(SELLER 1 and SELLER 2 both look at each other and smile.)


SELLER 1 and SELLER 2: Okay!


(SELLER 1 pretends to pour lemonade into two glasses that SELLER 2 holds.)


CUSTOMER: Do you have any ice?


SELLER 1: Yes!


SELLER 2: No.


(SELLER 1 and SELLER 2 look at each other and frown and cross their arms once again.)


SELLER 1:(Stage whispering angrily) Didn’t I tell you to bring some ice?
 
SELLER 2: No, you never said anything about ice!


SELLER 1: Who wants to drink lemonade without ice?!


CUSTOMER: I do! (Reaching for the glasses)


SELLER 2: Sorry about the ice.


CUSTOMER:No problem! Fresh-squeezed lemonade doesn’t need ice. Lemon juice and sugar are enough.


SELLER 1:(Looking at SELLER 2, alarmed) Did you put in any sugar?


SELLER 2: No, did you?


SELLER 1: Of course not. That was your job!


SELLER 2: Was not!


SELLER 1: Was so!


CUSTOMER:That’s okay, that’s okay. I’m sure it’s fine! (Takes a sip and puckers up dramatically)


SELLER 1: Have a nice day!


SELLER 2: Yes! Come back again!


CUSTOMER: Thanks! (Stage whispering as they exit) Not a chance.


THE END
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